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Abstract. The reliability of electric lines depends on the quality of their support
structures. In Brazil these structures are usually made of wood or concrete. The
useful life of these structures on the fields is greatly dependent on the initial quality
of its component material. If the initial quality of these poles presents significantly
variability it is important to know, before its acceptation and installation. The goal
of this research is to evaluate the variability of the new wooden and concrete poles
and establish, with a non-destructive evaluation, a methodology to grading them.
Wooden and concrete poles were bought from different suppliers. The poles were
evaluated with ultrasonic equipment with 25kHz transducers and with static
destructive test, supporting the pole as a cantilever by clamping it at the butt end and
applying load to the pole near to the top. With the non-destructive testing
(ultrasound), the velocity of the wave propagation (V) was determined. To establish
a correlation between V and the initial pole resistance the results obtained with the
ultrasonic test was correlated with the results obtained trough a static bending test.
These preliminary results confirmed that there is a great variation on the critical
resistance of new poles supplied to the electricity companies and the ultrasonic test
can be useful for pole grading.

1. Introduction
The safety of electric power distribution lines depends, essentially, on the quality of its
support structures. Those structures are, regularly, of armed concrete, wooden or steel. In
the case of the wood and of the armed concrete several are the factors that will influence on
the type and in the speed of its deterioration. The wood, being a biological and hygroscopic
material, has its deterioration accelerated mainly by the humidity and the attack of
microorganisms. In the armed concrete, the main problems arise from the aging of its layer
exposed to the bad weather and climatic factors. This causes oxidation of the reinforced
steel provoked by the moist which enter in the pole by fractures in the concrete. The
presence of the mentioned problems will be retarded or accelerated as function of the initial
quality of the pole. In Brazil the electricity companies, mainly the ones in the State of São
Paulo, are in phase of substitution of the wooden poles by concrete poles. That process is
due, largely, to the lack of knowledge of the mechanical properties of the material, as well
as to the process used for the pole inspection. This is causing improper pole substitutions,
burdening the system. In the specific case of poles, the most critical zone is the zone
between the lines that separates the buried part of the aerial part up to approximately 0.5 m
above that line. In that zone occurs the largest bending stress, besides, it is also in that zone
that water accumulations occur. This turns it in the ideal conditions for fungus to grow in
the wooden pole and the moist entrance, in the fissures, in the case of the concrete poles.
Nowadays the electric power concessionary, when acquiring new structural pieces in
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wooden or concrete for the distribution net, they do not know its initial quality. For
concrete pieces, normalized tests of some few samples are done, but the quality of the
material is not evaluated properly, what leads to economical losses and in lack of safety,
since the durability of the pole in service is directly related to its initial condition.
The main objective of this project was to present an initial diagnosis of the variability of
initial mechanical resistance of new poles, commercialized in the state of São Paulo, as well
as to demonstrate the importance and the viability of settling down, through non destructive
methods, classification procedures for new poles. The results here presented were a product
of the Research Project in progress in partnership with the São Paulo Electricity Company
(CPFL) and the National Agency of Electric Power (ANEEL).
2. Methodology
2.1 Wooden Poles
New poles acquired from different suppliers were tested using ultrasonic equipments to
determine the velocity of ultrasonic wave on longitudinal (VL) and radial (VR) directions.
The VL will be used to obtain a Classification Table based on a range of VL associated to a
range of Modulus de Elasticity (MOE) obtained in cantilever test (Figure 1). The MOE was
adopted in stead of the Modulus of Rupture (MOR) since in the Laboratory it was not
possible to reach up the rupture for new wooden poles, because of lack of space to reach the
necessary deformation. That classification table is not concluded yet, once it is necessary a
great number of tests that allows the determination of the ranges for statistical models.
On previous phases of the Project ([1] and [2]), a Classification Table was obtained to
evaluate the wooden poles on service. For this classification the velocity of ultrasonic
waves was determined on radial direction (VR) because it is in this direction that
information about wood degradation is available. On the other hand, this degradation is
associated to the loss of resistance of the material. So, it was possible reach a Classification
Table based on a range of VR associated to a range of MOR. In this case, the wooden poles
MOR was also determinate through cantilever tests.
To obtain a previously information about the variability of the new poles, the velocity of
ultrasonic waves was determined on the radial direction, because in that direction the
classification table is ready. So, the velocity of ultrasonic waves (VR) was measured on the
wooden new poles ever 200 mm in all extension of the pole (Figure 2). The minimum wave
radial velocity (VRmin) obtained in each pole, was considered as the standard of the
evaluated pole, once that velocity would represent the critical condition of the material.
With this velocity (VRmim) we could verify in which range of the classification table the new
poles can be included and how far was the MOR from the critical range.
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Figure 1 – Cantilever test

Figure 2 – Ultrasonic test
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2.2 Concrete Poles
Poles of different suppliers were tested with ultrasonic equipment in the critical zone (from
0 m to the fix part up to 1.4 m), every 200 mm in the radial direction (Figure 3). Values of
minimum velocity of ultrasonic wave (VRmin) were compared with classification table of
concrete quality. This table, obtained in the previous phase of the Project, was elaborated
considering the frequency of the transducer (25 kHz) and the influence of the reinforcing
steel in the velocity of wave propagation in the concrete [3] and [4].

Figure 3 – Ultra-sonic testes on concrete poles

3. Results
3.1 Wooden Poles
The minimum velocity of wave propagation in radial direction (VRmin) in the new wood
poles had variation up to 45%, indicating that the poles present initial conditions of
resistance very differentiated.
The VRmin in the new poles was compared with the velocity wave propagation ranges
obtained in the previous phase of the Project, which related the wave velocity with MOR
[2]. It was observed that, although all velocities of ultrasonic wave in the new poles were
above the critical velocity range, in some cases the initial resistance of the pole was only
40% superior to the MOR established by the Energy Companies to remove the poles from
the net (smaller or equal to 15 N mm-2). This condition certainly would compromise the
useful life of that pole when in service.
3.2 Concrete Poles.
For concrete poles, the results of the velocity wave propagation, corrected by the influence
of the reinforced steel, were also compared using the table of velocity wave propagation
range as a function of the pole condition obtained in the previous phase of the Project. In
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this case the classification table includes 5 ranges which were built not in terms of the
residual value of resistance of the pole, as in the case of the wood, but in relation to the
condition of the material (defect severe; bad; critical capacity; good; very good).
The minimum velocity of ultrasonic wave propagation in the new poles of concrete had
variation of up to 48%, indicating that the poles present initial conditions of resistance very
differentiated.
Although all the new poles have presented velocity of ultrasonic waves superior to the
velocities corresponding to the critical capacity range, some poles presented velocity of
ultrasonic only 1% superiors to the upper limit of the critical capacity range, indicating that,
in normal conditions, that pole when placed in the net, will have inferior useful life than the
others whose initial wave velocity is approximately 50% superior to the upper limit of wave
velocity in the critical capacity range.
4. Conclusions
There is significant variation of resistance properties in new wood and concrete poles. That
variation of properties can be critical for the useful life of the pole on the net, once some of
the new poles presented mechanical properties close to the minimum limit established by
the Distribution of Energy Companies.
The velocity of ultrasonic waves can be used as a tool to evaluate the initial properties of
the wooden and concrete poles (grading).
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